
PRODUCT PRESENTATION



CAPTURE. EDIT. RETOUCH. NOW WITH AI 2

Create breathtaking compositions and artistic 

masterpieces with powerful AI tools, eye-

catching visual effects, advanced color controls, 

and intuitive layer editing. 



BENEFITS OF 365 SUBSCRIPTION 3

Choose cost effective and flexible annual and 

monthly plans. 

Flexible Plans

Be the first to get all new photo editing features 

and tools.

Always Up-to-Date

Get unlimited access to all express layer 

templates, AI style effect packs, frames and clip 

art.

New Design Packs Added Monthly

Create unique photo slideshows with 100+ 

background music tracks; new added monthly! 

Music & Sound FX  Tracks



MILLIONS OF ROYALTY-FREE IMAGES 4

Expand your creative horizons with access to iStock by Getty Images’ design catalog. 



FEATURE INTRODUCTION



PhotoDirector
Capture. Edit. Retouch. Now with AI



AI-POWERED SKY REPLACEMENT 7

Transform the sky in your images with AI. 

Position, blend, and animate. The sky is 

the limit.



AI ENHANCED BOKEH WITH FOCUS 8

Create dreamy images with Bokeh, add natural glows, 

sparkles and intense bursts of light. Edit everything 

from size, color, and direction to truly shape your scene 

with wonderfully rich light.



ANIME FACE 9

Turn people in your snaps into characters 

just like your favorite shows.



GLITCH ART 10

Discover hidden beauty in your images by 

splitting and combining color layers with 

the glitch effect.



PHOTO ANIMATION 11

Bring your photos to life by adding natural 

movement to your images. 



AI OBJECT REMOVAL 12

Remove objects in your snaps flawlessly 

and let AI fill in the space naturally where 

the object used to be.

Original AI Object Removal



DISPERSION TOOL 13

Add a disintegration effect to your images 

and make them an animated gif.



LAYER EDITING HISTORY 14

Edit complex multi-layered images without 

the fear of mistakes. Easily go back to your 

previous edits. 



POWERFUL LAYER EDITING 15

Create unique compositions by combining images, text, or graphics.

Creative 

Blending 

Modes

Adjustment 

Layers
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Emboss Text

Effects
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Layers

Group & 
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Snap 

Alignment in 
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Layer 

Alignment

One-click 

Layer 

Distribution



AI-POWERED DEBLUR 16

Fix blurry images with smart precision 

tools.



PHOTO MANAGEMENT WITH AI FACIAL RECOGNITION 17

Tag a face in one photo, and it will be 

automatically detected & tagged in all 

existing and future shots.



AI STYLES 18

Our AI engine intelligently applies 

brushstrokes that make pictures look like 

they were designed and painted by an 

experienced artist.



TAKE PHOTOS FROM VIDEO 19

Extract photos from a video clip 

and turn them into a multi-

exposure image.

Multi-Exposures Shots

Select sections of a video clip to 

retain movement in that area only.

Vibrant Motion Still™

Make everyone picture perfect by 

selecting the best look from each 

person in a video to create a 

photo. 

Video-to-Photo Face Swap



ADVANCED COLOR REPLACEMENT 20

Completely change the color of specific 

objects in a picture for a whole new look. 



FRAME, LUT, & CLIP ART PACKS 21

Give your images the perfect finishing 

touch with professionally designed frames 

& stickers in a range of styles.



EXPRESS LAYER TEMPLATES 22

Instantly create complex multi-layer 

images to achieve distinctive styles. 



SHARPER IMAGES & BETTER CLARITY 23

Strip away haze, fog, and smog to reveal 

crisp, clear landscapes.

Dehaze

An easy, one-step tool to get rid of 

distracting color fringes for a sharper look.

Defringe



Plug-ins & Effects
Never lack creative inspiration.



Get unlimited use of all express layer 

templates, AI style effect packs, 

frames, and clip art; with new releases 

every month!

PREMIUM CREATIVE DESIGN PACKS 25

NEW PACKS EVERY MONTH!



Enjoy professional sound effects and music tracks. Access the files directly from PhotoDirector’s Slideshow 

creator.

BACKGROUND MUSIC TRACKS & SOUND EFFECTS 26

NEW TRACKS EVERY MONTH!



APPENDIX



Operating System
Microsoft Windows 11, 10, 8/8.1, 7 (64 bit OS required)

Processor (CPU)
Intel Core™ i-series or AMD Phenom® II and above

Graphics Processor (GPU)
128 MB VGA VRAM or higher

Memory
4GB required (For AI style transfer, 8GB or above 

recommended)

Hard Disk Space
2GB

Internet Connection
Internet connection also required for initial software & file 

formats activation.

Screen Resolution
1024 x 768, 16-bit color or above

MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 28



FORMAT SUPPORT 29

Photo (Import)
JPG, TIFF, RAW, PNG, PHI, BMP, HEIF, GIF

PhotoDirector also supports the import of most camera RAW formats.

Photo (Export) JPG, TIFF, PNG, GIF, PHI (Ultra only)

Video (Import)
▪ AVI ▪ MOD ▪ DAT ▪ TOD ▪ VOB ▪ TPD ▪ VRO ▪ TRP ▪ FLV ▪ M4V ▪ MP4 ▪ M2V ▪ MPG ▪ MOV ▪ MPEG

▪ 3GP ▪ MPE ▪ 3G2 ▪ M2T ▪ 3GPP ▪ M2TS ▪ MKV ▪ MTS ▪ WMV ▪ TS ▪ ASF

Video (Export) MPEG4, WMV



Corporate:

Febby Chang at press@cyberlink.com or by phone at: +886-2-8667-1298, ext. 2173

CyberLink Japan:

Hiroyuki Imazawa at contact_pr_jpn@cyberlink.com or by phone at: +81-3-5875-6650

CyberLink USA:

Mary Placido  at contact_pr@cyberlink.com or by phone at +1 (415) 218-3627

Germany:

Stefan Winter at contact_pr_deu@cyberlink.com or by phone: +49-531-3873316

France:

Laëtitia D’Urso at contact_pr_fr@cyberlink.com or by phone:+33-(0)1 79 30 90 39

United Kingdom:

Febby Chang at contact_pr_uk@cyberlink.com or by phone: +886-2-8667-1298, ext. 2173 

MEDIA CONTACTS 30
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